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As the days grow shorter, and we are drawn inside to 
our cozy homes and kitchens, our thoughts often turn to 
gathering with friends and family. Now is an excellent time 
to put some thought into the art of the table and creating 
a convivial atmosphere. To this end, we have put together 
a selection of books and menus for your inspiration and 
pleasure.

The books below include illustrations for table set-
tings ranging from the most influential 17th-century French 
cookbook recueil to shippoku banqueting in Japan (dining at a 
raised table, family-style) to a 19th-century Czech cookbook 
in which the tables and dishes themselves are represented by 
lead tool-lines and typographical ornaments.

You will also find a cluster of important books and 
manuscripts on carving and the art of serving. During the 
Middle Ages and Renaissance, carving was a form of court-
ly table-side entertainment as well as an exhibition of the 
host’s power: a well-dressed man, bearing very sharp knives and in the employ of the host, sliced various cooked meats, often in mid-air, and laid them 
out upon the plates of the guests. The carver was an expert with all blades, and one of the most trusted of the host’s staff. He was also the intermediary 
between the kitchen and the diners. It was up to the carver to slice and serve meats and fish, and in some cases, fruits and vegetables to those at the 
table, especially in noble households where guests should not be seen extending any effort to cut and serve their own food. 

We have also included a feast for your eyes. There are a number of beautifully illustrated 19th-century color lithograph menus on papier porcelaine. 
Printed with iridescent inks on coated paper, these lithographic menus were only made between the 1840s and 1870s and are much coveted by menu 
collectors. There is also a trade catalogue containing numerous original watercolors depicting fork and knife designs, as well as a collection of original 
artworks painted in ink and gouache for dinner plate designs. Each plate tells a different story based on a particular foodstuff (for example, pastry, 
fruit, and wine). 

We hope you enjoy our selections for this holiday season, and that you are able to have many celebrations with friends and family replete with 
excellent food, drink and lively conversation.

— Marci, Kajsa, and Ben



The Discovery of a 
16 th-Century French Menu

1. ARNAUD, Camille. Une carte de restaurateur en MDXXIII. 
Marseille: Barlatier-Feissat et Demonchy, 1856. 

4to. 23, [1 – blank] pp. Original printed wrappers bound in a red morocco over red 
pebbled cloth binding, double gilt fillet around sides, gilt cipher in each corner, the 
coat of arms of Godefroy de Montgrand stamped in gilt in the center of each board, 
spine with raised bands in six compartments, title stamped in gilt on spine, corners 
lightly rubbed, marbled endpapers.  $3000.00

The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this description of an early 
16th-century French menu found by Camille Arnaud in the archives of Forcalquier, 
a medieval village in the Alpes de Haute Provence of southern France. During the 
Middle Ages it was the capital of Haute Provence. 

The author analyzes what was eaten, the price paid, and what this tells us 
about the social and economic life of people at the time. At the end the menu is 
reprinted, both in the original early French, and then in modern French on facing 
pages.

There are two elements to this work that make it particularly interesting: 1. 
the menu itself is very early – not many records of such meals survive from that 
period of French history; and 2. Arnaud’s approach and analysis of the menu is 
more typical for 20th-century culinary historical scholarship than mid-19th-century 
writings. All around, an unusual and lovely copy of a very rare work!

With the engraved bookplate of Monsieur le Comte Godefroy de Mont-
grand (1822-1897) on the upper pastedown. The work is also bound in a binding 
bearing his coat of arms and is inscribed by Camille Arnaud to “Mr Le Comte 
Godefroy du Montgrand” on the upper wrapper. 

In very good condition.
¶ OCLC records two locations outside of the United States only. 





Original Artwork,  Each Tel l ing 
a Gastronomic Story

2. (ART OF THE TABLE: designs for dinner plates.) Millet, Eu-
gène-Henri. Bordeaux or Paris, c.1870. 

Round, each measuring between 21.7cm - 22.5cm in diameter. Six original ink draw-
ings, gouache highlights in pink and white, ink wash, each with a painted gilt edge 
applied over green watercolor, gilt rubbed away on the edges of two of the drawings 
and showing the green watercolor underneath.  
  
 “Le Pain”(bread)...................................$1250.00 
 “Les Fruits” (fruit)...............................$1250.00 
 “Les Confitures” (jams).......................$1250.00 
 “La Patisserie” (pastry).........................$1250.00 
 “Le Lait” (milk).....................................$1250.00 
 “Le Vin” (wine).....................................$1250.00

Six lovely designs by Eugène-Henri Millet (1847-18871) for illustrations 
on dinner plates to be made by the Jules Vieillard & Cie porcelain manu-
facturer in Bordeaux. Each of the six plates tells the gastronomic story of 
a particular food or drink. The six subjects are: bread, fruit, jams, pastry, 
milk, and wine. Each drawing depicts its subject, at all stages of production, 
with a sympathetic eye towards the laborer making the product. The skill 
and dexterity of the drawing combined with the gouache highlights and ink 
wash painting, render the scenes both beautiful and compelling.

Each plate tells a narrative around the gastronomic subject represented. 
For example, on the plate devoted to “Le Pain” (bread), on the left side, there is 
a farmer leading a horse which is pulling a wooden harrow through a field. In the  

1 The only place that I was able to find these dates for Millet was on the gallery website for Les 
Galleries du Luxembourg. Most references to Millet just give the dates of “active 1866-75” (e.g. 
OCLC).



 
background is a windmill grinding wheat into flour and in the fore-
ground is a scythe laying on the wheat. On the right side of the plate 
is a street crier carrying a backpack laden with large loafs of bread. In 
the foreground is a stack of loaves and croissants, and to the right is a 
round wooden container marked “Farine” (flour). In the distance, be-
hind the man carrying bread, you can read part of a store sign reading 
“Boula[nger].” Lastly, at the center and bottom of the plate, is the arched 
opening of a bread oven. The closed oven doors read “LE PAIN.” 

Millet has given the same level of detail to each of the six dinner 
plates and, in all cases, the workers who make the food are included in the 
story. For the fruits, there is a mother and child picking apples. For “Les 
Confitures” (jams) there are people harvesting fruit from a tree, a baby 
eating jam out of a jar, and two women in the kitchen stewing the fruit. 
For “La Patisserie,” there are drawings of different pastries, people lining 
up to buy galettes (a type of flat cake), and a crowd trying to get into a 
Parisian pastry shop. For “Le Lait” (milk) there are cows and goats in the 
field, a man and woman tending the cows, and another woman trying to 
feed milk to her baby with a spoon. Lastly, for the plate about wine, there 
are workers in the vineyard during harvest, little putti (naked winged baby 
angels) climbing into wine glasses, and a man on horseback speaking to a 
woman working at an auberge who is offering him some wine. 

Each scene is drawn in ink on thick beige paper, with additional ink 
washes and highlights in pink and white gouache. Around the perimeter 
of each drawing is a thin border of gilt paint, under which is a pale green 
watercolor line (visible where the gilt is rubbed away). Each of the art-
works is signed by Millet2 and attached to a larger sheet of modern black 
or blue paper.

2 Millet’s signature begins with a reversed “E” which is attached to the first ver-
tical line of the “M” when he writes out “Millet.” We have been able to identify 
which “Millet” this is by comparing the signature with those documented on 
Artnet and other online valuation and auction sites.





In addition to being the in-house painter and designer for the Vie-
illard porcelain company in Bordeaux, Millet was a well-regarded artist 
who exhibited his paintings (and, on one occasion, his ceramic designs) 
in the Paris Salons from 1866-1875. By way of context, the Salon des Re-
fusés was in 1863 and the Impressionists started their own Salons in 1874. 
Although Millet would not be considered as part of the avant garde, his 
working for a ceramics factory was unusual and his interest in depicting 
those laboring was distinctly modern.3 Millet also made six etchings for 
Jean Dolent’s Petit manuel d’art: à l’usage des ignorants (Paris: Lemerre, 1874), 
all of which depict the life of the working artist. 

All six artworks are in very good condition.

3 There is another series of plate designs in the collection of the Musée des 
Arts décoratifs et du Design in Bordeaux. See https://madd-bordeaux.fr/sites/
madd/files/2017-04/documents/livret%20Des%20souris.pdf for a 16-page es-
say discussing those drawings.



A Banquet Offered by Matias Romero

3. BANQUETE dado en obsequio del señor don Matias 
Romero. Mexico: Imprenta del Gobierno, en Palacio, 
a cargo de Jose Maria Sandoval, 1868. 

8vo. 80 pp. Original printed rose wrappers. $1000.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this work commemorating Matias 
Romero’s departure from New York City after eight years of diplomatic 
service between Mexico and the United States. In the introduction, it is 
noted that the letters of support that were read at the banquet (reprinted 
here), show that the people of the United States are sympathetic to a 
republican and independent Mexico and that this sympathy, can be relied 
upon to help Mexico in the future. 

The dinner invitation, seating arrangement, and menu are all  
reprinted. Among the dinner guests was Theodore Roosevelt, senior, the 
father of the future president.

Matias Romero (1837-1898) was an important diplomat in relations 
between the United States and Mexico. He was born in Oaxaca, served 
as the Mexican ambassador to the United States, and three terms as the 
Mexican Secretary of Finance. Part of his diplomatic role in the United 
States was to keep up relations with Abraham Lincoln just before Lincoln 
assumed office and afterwards. Later, Romero worked on treatises between 
the United States and Mexico, one issue of which was that of citizenship 
for Mexicans living in the United States. 

In fine condition.
¶ OCLC: New York Public Library, University of Rochester, Yale, 

University of Michigan, University of Minnesota, Indiana University, 
University of Wisconsin (Madison), and eleven locations in Mexico.



 The Firs t  Book Devoted to Carving

4. CERVIO, Vincenzo. Il Trin-
cianti. Venice: Tramezini, 1581. 

4to. Woodcut device on title page, woodcut 
historiated initials, two full-page woodcuts, 

one large folding woodcut. [4], 44 ll. Late 17th- 
early 18th - century woodblock printed decorative 

boards, some wear to spine, light occasional spot-
ting, some leaves with expert paper repair (not affect-

ing text). $15,000.00

FIRST EDITION. Cervio’s Il Trinciante is the earliest 
known book solely devoted to carving and the art of 

serving. Sections discuss the correct manner for carving 
all sorts of meat, fish, game, and fruits and the chapter on 

household matters concludes with a short piece on the carving 
tools designed by Fusoritto da Narni, author of at least a por-

tion of the work. These are depicted in detail on the folding plate. 
The work also contains much on the manners and protocol 

for receiving a pope, king, or prince. Passages cover everything from 
setting up a kitchen for the private chef of a visiting dignitary to the 

stocking of the cellars on such occasions.
Fusoritto da Narni was, in this period, trinciante to Cardinal Alessandro Mont’al-

to whose uncle Felice Peretti (Sixtus V) was pope from 1585-90. It is probable that the 
elaborate banquets described are ones in which Narni officiated. 

A good copy of an important work. 
¶ B.IN.G. 454; Cagle 1120; Drexel 234; Georg 20; OCLC: New York Academy 

of Medicine, University of Iowa, University of Chicago, Indiana University, Harvard, 
University of Pennsylvania, Gunston Hall Plantation, (VA), Case Western Univer-
sity, and nine locations in Europe; Paleri Henssler p. 178; Vicaire col. 159; Westbury 
pp. 45-46. Not in Bitting or Maggs.



A Poem of Table Manners for Chi ldren

5. LES CONTENANCES DE LA TABLE. Lyon: Pierre Mareschal & 
Barnabé Chaussard, c.1503. [Sebastopol: Ben Kinmont, Bookseller & 
Bernard Quaritch, Ltd, 2006.]

8vo. Four leaves of facsimile, with large woodcut letter “L” and a woodcut printer’s device on 
title, and thirty-six pages of commentary and translation.  
  
Regular edition: $500.00

From the Introduction: “Les Contenances de la table presents a rare glimpse into the everyday life 
of late medieval and early Renaissance households. Many of the behaviors proscribed in this 
text on table manners may tend to reinforce stereotypes of culinary savagery and barbaric 
eating practices in the Middle Ages. However, the detailed, poetically rendered advice on 
how to behave - or how not to behave - handily puts such stereotypes into question. Given 
the clear resonance between bits of advice uttered in verse over five centuries ago and com-
mon reprimands about behavior passed around the modern table, we can begin to see how 
little distance separates us from our medieval counterparts. A book both for children and 
for adults, Les Contenances de la table remains a precious testimony of the past of interest to 
literary critics, historians, sociologists, and rare book enthusiasts alike.” 

Reproduced from the original formerly in our inventory, this facsimile is accom-
panied by an introduction and translation by Timothy Tomasik, a specialist 

in French 16th-century culinary history. Patrick Reagh, formerly of 
the Plantin Press in Los Angeles, has designed and printed 

the book in letterpress in a limited edition of 100 copies. 
Twenty copies were printed as a deluxe large-paper edi-
tion on mouldmade paper and bound in full red moroc-
co while eighty copies were bound in half-morocco over 
marbled boards. The bindings are by Laurenchet, Paris.



The Extremely Rare Firs t  Edit ion of an 
Important Baroque Carving Book

6. DE CIERLYCKE VOORSNYDINGE aller tafel-gerechten. Amsterdam: Sweerts, 1664. 

Oblong 8vo. Engraved title page and thirty-two plates, one of which is a large folding plate. 96 pp. Contemporary Dutch vellum, one paper flaw to the 
margin of the plate facing page 80 (not affecting image).  $20,000.00

The extremely rare FIRST EDITION of this well-known carving book, and with a good contemporary provenance (see below). During the Middle 
Ages and Renaissance, carving was a form of courtly table-side entertainment as well as an exhibition of the host’s power: a well-dressed man, bearing 
very sharp knives and in the employ of the host, slicing various cooked animals, often in mid-air, and laying them out upon the plates of the guests. 
The carver was an expert with all blades, and one of the most trusted of the host’s staff, an officier de bouche that was an important part of court culture.

The carver was also the intermediary between the kitchen 
and the diners. It was up to the carver to slice and serve meats 
and fish, and in some cases, fruits and vegetables to those at 
the table, especially in noble households where guests should 
not be seen extending any effort to cut their own food. In the 
De cierlycke voorsnydinge, instructions are provided for the carving 
of various birds, beef, pork, veal, crayfish, fish, cakes, pastries, 
and even artichokes. Each set of instructions is supported by 
finely engraved plates, almost all of which indicate the various 
cuts to be made, with each incision numbered. 

The engraved title shows a gentleman at the table with a 
carver standing beside him slicing a bird on a fork in midair, an 
important skill of the time. The ornate drapery surrounding 
the scene is actually made up of a cornucopia of the various 
meats and fish that are described in the book. In the back-
ground is the ubiquitous dog chewing on something found 
on the floor. The large folding plate depicts several knives and 
forks to be used in carving.



“Somewhat separate from [the kitchen] hierarchy, but abso-
lutely essential to the entire banquet experience, was the trinciante, 
or carver. There were usually several, one for each table of four, 
six, or up to eight guests. These were nobles whose sole duty was 
to impress their peers with their feats of dexterous knife work. 
There is an entirely separate literature devoted only to carving, 
and it is clear that such men were normally not members of the 
household staff but rather peers who considered it an honor and 
privilege to carve at the table of one of their superiors.” – Albala, 
The Banquet, p. 153.

“The art of carving had been disseminated in print nearly 
everywhere by the end of the seventeenth century. It became a 
central part of the dining ceremony, and as such, profession-
als armed with their instructional manuals joined the ranks of 

courtly officers. It is a good example of how nobles gained access 
to patronage networks and earned gainful professional occupation. It is also 
interesting that table-side carving is one of the last and vanishing remnants 
of fine dining in expensive restaurants, being replaced by plated food that has 
been prearranged in the kitchen. Ironically, it is also one of the few ceremonial 
acts still performed by the male head of the household in celebrations like 
Thanksgiving, a rudiment of this once noble art.” – ibid., p. 158. 

One of the most compelling aspects of this copy is the contemporary 
inscription on the upper free endpaper: “Steven Tracij, kost [??]: [??]: May 7 
1665.” I have been unable to decipher the cost; it may be written in code. Steven 
Tracij was a physicist and instrument maker (including globes, watches and 
optics). He was born in Yarmouth, England, in approximately 1642, and died 
in Rotterdam in 1703. 





Tracij (or “Tracy”) was a “Scientific instrument maker of English origin. He was born in Yarmouth or Arnemuiden, and died in Rotterdam, 
where he had a house at the Noordblaak near the ‘Beurs’. Tracy made watches, clocks, mathematical instruments, celestial globes and spheres, of 
which the Leidsche Sphaera is the most famous. Under the authority of Adriaen Vroesen (Rotterdam regent) and after the instructions and calcu-
lations of Nicolaas Stampioen, Tracy designed and built the 'Leidsche Sphaera' (Museum Boerhaave Leiden). His daughter Elisabeth married the 
horologist Adriaen Hoogendijk (d. 1702), probably Tracy’s apprentice. Their son Steven Hoogendijk was the founder of the ‘Bataafsch Genootschap 

der Proefondervindelijke Wi-
jsbegeerte’. After his death 
Tracy was (possibly) succeed-
ed by the horologist Jan van 
Wijngaarden.” – from www.
dwc.knaw.nl, a website devot-
ed to the history of Dutch in-
strument makers. 

A fine copy.
¶ OCLC: British Library 

and five locations in the Neth-
erlands. The copies listed in 
OCLC as “1660” are mis-attri-
butions to the undated, second 
edition which was printed c.1668. 
Vicaire cols. 870-71.



Spec tacular Art Work of Early Cutlery

7. (FORKS & KNIVES.) Erneuerte Messer-Lohn Satz-Ordnung. 
[Bound with:] Reyd Lohn Satz [Bound with:] Vereinigter Lohn-
satz deren Gabelen [Bound with:] Vereinigter Lohnsatz deren 
Kniep oder Einschlags Messer. [Dusseldorf, c.1790.] 

Folio. Twenty-four watercolors; one woodcut and 211 ink line drawings in the text. 8, 
65, [5 - blank], [1], [1 - blank], [1] pp.; 4 p.l., 46 pp.; 11,  [1 - blank] pp.; 9, [1 - blank], 
[2] pp. Contemporary calf, hinges cracked but holding, wear to binding with loss of 
leather along edges, marbled endpapers.  $18,750.00

An exceedingly rare document depicting fork and knife designs from one of 
the centers of the German metalware industry in the 18th century. The spectacular 
part of this book is the original artwork. There are nine watercolors depicting 138 
different forks, both with and without handles, having two, three, or four tines, and 
many of which are so large, that they must have been designed for carving. What 
is historically interesting, is that although the fork was first being used in Italy in 
the 14th and 15th centuries (some have argued for the eating of pasta1), the fork had 
only become widespread in Europe during the latter half of the 18th century. This 
catalogue can therefore be seen as evidence of this new necessity in the culture of 
the table. 

There are also fifteen watercolors illustrating 95 different knives. These are 
painted in vivid colors and all are shown with handles. Some of them are white 
and were probably made with ivory handles; others are very decorative and include 
written proverbs. Those which are painted to appear crackled were probably made 
from shagreen (a rough, untanned skin), whereas others have handles made from 
hardwoods. All are simply wonderful. 

1 Giovanni Rebora, Culture of the fork, p. 16. Rebora also quotes Jean-Louis Flandrin’s attribu-
tion to Italy as the home of the fork.





The first work, Erneuerte Messer-Lohn Satz-Ordnung, is the Improved scale 
of wages for the guild of cutlers. This work includes the 211 ink line drawings 
which outline the shape of different knives and their cost; it also has the 
woodcut depicting the Rheinisches Fust or unit of measurement used to 
measure knives. This publication was intended to regulate the wages of 
the knife makers. The second work is Reyd Lohn Satz, or the Cutlers' and 
grinders' rates of pay. The third work, Vereinigter Lohnsatz deren Gabelen, is the 
Union rates of pay for making forks. This section has the nine original water-
colors of forks bound at the end. Lastly, there is the Vereinigter Lohnsatz deren 
Kniep oder Einschlags Messer which is the Combined rates of pay for the guild of knife 
producers. At the end of this section are the fifteen original watercolors of 
knives. 

The rarity of this sammelband can’t be overstated. It was probably 
made for the manufacturer himself and not intended as a sample book 
to be taken by a traveling salesman as its production level is simply too 
high and too expensive. The standard German reference work for such 
books is Mein Feld ist die Welt Musterbucher und Katalogue, 1784-1914. It only 
lists two similar catalogues printed before 1800. Winterthur has one of 
the best collections of decorative arts books in the United States and in 
their catalogue for the show The Winterthur Library Revealed: Five Centuries 
of Design and Inspiration, they included only one pre-1800 catalogue with 
original artwork illustrations (the Gardiner’s Island Glass Catalogue, item no. 
43). In the Mein Feld catalogue, only item no. 2, the sample book of Jo-
hannes Schimmelbusch & Soehne from Solingen in 1789 comes close to 
our book. It was of knife handles with proverbs in Dutch, presumably for 
the Dutch market. 

Although the binding is worn and unsophisticated, internally it is in 
very good condition. Preserved in a clamshell box. 

¶ Not in OCLC. 



1620 Recipes Printed on Blue Paper

8. GARTLER, Ignaz & HIKMANN, Barbara. Wiener-
isches bewährtes Kochbuch in sechs Absätzen. Wien: 
Joseph Gerold, 1812.

8vo. Engraved frontispiece and one plate ("Tab I" & "Tab II") on one 
folding leaf. 3 p.l., 652, [4] pp. Contemporary half-calf over marbled paper 
boards, spine gilt, red paper label on spine, lightly rubbed, edges stained 
red. $1500.00

A very good copy of  Gartler's well-known Viennese cookbook; this edi-
tion is very much expanded and is extremely rare (see below). According 
to Weiss, the Wienerisches bewährtes Kochbuch was so popular, that by 1850 it 
was in its thirty-eighth edition. Our edition has been enlarged and updat-
ed by Barbara Hikmann. One thousand six hundred and twenty recipes 
are listed followed by an appendix of kitchen rules; directions on how to 
serve at the table; shopping; and guides on when to prepare which foods. 

Arranged according to meat and fast-days, the cookbook includes al-
mond strudel; Linzer torte with cinnamon; chocolate bread; trout cooked 
in a dry wine; stuffed asparagus; carp sausage; pheasant the English way; 
chicken in a butter sauce; venison liver (cooked with lard, onion, vinegar, 
and garlic); and nine different recipes for veal schnitzel. 

The engraved frontispiece depicts a woman directing two other 
women in the kitchen; the folding plate shows various cooking apparatus 
and table settings. On the title page (not affecting text) is an early owner-
ship stamp in red ink "Golib. Jes. Liebich."

¶ OCLC records only one copy in the United States (incomplete 
and in the Vehling Collection at Cornell), one location in Canada, and 
four locations in Europe; Weiss 1179.





A Banquet to Improve Mexico - United States  Relat ions

9. GRAN BANQUETE dado en Nueva York al Ministro de la 
Republica Mejicana. New York: N.p., 1864.

8vo. 32 pp. Original printed yellow-gold wrappers.  $850.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of the pamphlet documenting a banquet held in 
New York City for those “distinguished people of New York who have expressed 
sympathy for the cause of Mexico and its opposition to France’s intervention.” 
Among the supporters listed is the American poet William C. Bryant and John 
Jacob Astor. Letters of support are reprinted, including those by Matias Romero 
(1837-1898), who had organized the event. Romero was born in Oaxaca, served as 
the Mexican ambassador to the United States, and three terms as the Mexican Sec-
retary of Finance. Part of his diplomatic role in the United States was to keep up 
relations with Abraham Lincoln just before Lincoln assumed office and afterwards. 
Later, Romero would work on treatises between the United States and Mexico, one 
issue of which was that of citizenship for Mexicans living in the United States. 

On the final page is the menu for the banquet, which includes canvas back ducks 
served with truffles and piéce mexicaines (a dessert). Not surprisingly, the meal was held 
at Delmonico’s, one of the most famous restaurants in New York City at the time. 

“La intervencion Francesa” was what historians have termed the “Segunda 
intervención francesa en México,” launched by Napoleon III during the Second 
French Empire. The intervention was due to Mexico’s not paying loan-interest 
payments to the French.

In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: New York Historical Society, New York Public Library, University 

of Rochester, University of Arizona, Huntington Library, University of California 
(Berkeley), Library of Congress, American Antiquarian Society, Southern Meth-
odist, University of Texas (Austin), University of Wisconsin (Madison), and two 
locations outside of the United States. 



A Lovely Swedish Cookbook;
Unrecorded?

10. KERFVE, Axel & FOLKER, Erik eds. Hemmets Up-
pslagsbok. Den bästa rådgivaren för varje hem. Av 
fackmän på olika områden. Stockholm: Nordkiska 
Bokförlaget, 1916.

8vo. Thirteen full-page illustrations, eleven of which are in color, as well 
as numerous black and white illustrations throughout the text. 2 p.l., vii, 
[1], 1028 pp. Green publisher illustrated boards printed in black, white, and 
orange ink, decorative grey and white endpapers. $250.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this extremely rare Swedish cook-
book edited by Axel Kerfve (1863-1938) and Erik Folker. This “Home’s 
Reference Book” includes sections on soppor (soups), fisk (fish), fågel (birds), 
villebråd och högvilt (game), såser (sauces), grönsaker och rotfrukter (vegetables and 
fruits), efterrätter (desserts), dessertost och osträtter (cheeses), bakning (baking), 
and drycker (drinks). 

Kerfve was a prolific author who wrote under many pseudonyms 
and is most remembered for his successful crime novels following the 
exploits of detective Grunnar Holm.    

The handsome illustrations depict various table settings, dishes, 
and ingredients. 

A very good copy. 
¶ Not in Bitting, Cagle, Oberlé, or OCLC.





The Second Known Copy

11. THE LADY’S companion: or, accomplish’d director in 
the whole art of cookery. Dublin: John Mitchell, 1767. 

12mo. Twelve pages of table-menu plans printed with text and printer’s or-
naments in the text. iv, [5]-105, [19] pp. Contemporary calf, spine with gilt 
double fillet in six compartments, expert repair to hinges. $12,000.00

The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of  this Irish cook-
book and guide to the kitchen. The introduction is written by “Ceres” 
and is addressed “To the Ladies of Dublin.”  “Though there are many 
Books of this kind extant; yet, I am sure, something hath been defi-
cient or superfluous in them all: I have therefore ventured to offer this 
to you, as I think it comprehends all the Accomplishments necessary for 
Ladies, in things of this Nature.... I have had a great deal of Experience 
in Business of this Kind, and endeavoured to fix a Standard so that good 
Housewifry and Oeconomy, may go Hand in Hand.” Ceres was the god-
dess of agriculture and fertility, and is also associated with motherly 
relationships and nutrition. 

Among the more than 300 recipes we find those for “Sauce for a 
green Goose” (made from sorrel juice, white wine, nutmeg, sugar, and 
fresh butter); “A Bitilia Pye” (made from pigeons or chickens, larks 
bone marrow, artichokes, egg yolks, served with gravy made from claret, 
anchovy, and more egg yolk); “Solomon Gundy” (using roasted veal, 
pickled herring, onions, apples, and anchovies); and “Potato Pye” (pota-
toes with sugar, mace, nutmeg, cinnamon, rose-water, and marrow, then, 
when serving, “cut your lid in quarters and put in a white-wine caudle”). 



The recipe section is followed by seasonal menus, creatively presented 
by the printer through the use of printer’s ornaments. The title of each 
dish (e.g. “A Loin of Veal roasted”) is surrounded by rosette printer’s or-
naments as though to outline a platter of food. These “platters” are then 
laid out on the page as though dishes on a table. In this way, the reader 
gets both a menu for a given meal, as well as a table arrangement. Usually, 
in 18th century cookbooks, the platters would be represented through a 
woodcut with the name of the dish printed in the center of the plate; but 
the use of printer’s ornaments, such as this, does sometimes occur as a 
less-expensive means of cookbook illustration, and usually in provincial 
printings. 

At the end of the book is a wonderful advertisement regarding a 
lending library: “John Mitchel, Bookseller, in Skinner-row, begs leave to 
acquaint the Ladies, that he has added a large Collection of Books of 
Entertainment, to his Circulating Library; where all Persons may have 
Books hired out to them by the Year.” 

A very good copy.
¶ ESTC: British Library only. OCLC adds a copy at the National 

Library of Scotland; this is in error as they only have microfilm and dig-
ital versions. Not in Bitting, Cagle, Maclean, Oxford, Simon, or Vicaire.



The Most Comple t e  Pic ture of 17th-Century 
French Gastronomy

12. L’ESCOLE parfaite des officiers de bouche, contenant 
Le Vray Maistre-d’Hostel. Le grand Escuyer-Tranchant. 
Le Sommelier Royal. Le Confiturier Royal. Le Cuisinier 
Royal. Et le Patissier Royal. Paris: Jean Ribou, 1666.

12mo. Forty-two woodcuts in the text (thirteen of which are full page). 4 
p.l., 492, [28] pp. Contemporary calf expertly repaired at the hinges, spine 
gilt in five compartments.  $6000.00

The corrected Second Edition of the most influential collection of 17th 
century French cookbooks ever published. This is a compilation of texts 
taken from Le maistre d’hostel (first ed.: 1659); Le patissier françois (first ed.: 
1653); Pierre de Lune’s Le cuisinier (first ed.: 1656); Livre fort excellent de cui-
sine (from the 1555 edition; first edition was 1508); and “Le cuisinier de 
la cour,” a sub-part of Le maistre d’hostel. All of these works are classics in 
French 17th century gastronomic literature. 

Sections describe the nature of the service and art of the table; the 
various gastronomic roles of different members of the household staff; as 
well as provide more than 750 recipes. The function of the mâitre d’hôtel 
(the house steward who oversaw the kitchen, the dining room, and the 
setting of the table) is discussed, as well as that of the sommelier (in the 
current work, this is referring to an ancient type of sommelier, that of the 
sommelier des nappes, the person responsible for folding napkins into various 
sculptural forms – e.g. several different birds, fish, fruit, a dog, and so 
on), the écuyer tranchant (the carver); the cuisinier (chef ); and pâtissier (pastry 
chef ). At the end, each section has its own index.



The numerous woodcuts show three different settings of the table; 
twenty-seven different ways to cut meat and fish at the table, with each 
cut numbered to know which cuts to do first; and twelve different wood-
cuts showing how to carve fruit and vegetables into fanciful shapes. The 
typology of foods represented in the écuyer tranchant section was very influ-
ential and can be seen in French gastronomic literature all the way up to 
Grimod de la Reynière in the 19th century. Additionally, these woodcuts, 
or copies of them, appear not only in later French works on carving, but 
in those of England and Germany as well. 

It should be noted that although the French are commonly thought 
to have the richest gastronomic history of all European nations, there 
were surprisingly few 17th-century French cookbooks published. Of those 
recorded by Notaker, this is the 12th of a total of twenty-three 17th centu-
ry recipe books. To put this into context, in England, Notaker records 
sixty-two different titles published in the 17th century; in Germany, there 
were thirty-six; while in Italy, there were only eight (the Italians were 
strongest in cookbook publishing in the 15th and 16th centuries, especially 
when one considers the number of editions that the Platina and the Eu-
lario ran into).

On the lower pastedown is an acquisition inscription dated 1864. 
“Voir le 48eme Catalogue du Libraire Baillieu Mai 1864, n.o 50, Coté 6.f-.” 
Librairie Baillieu was a bookshop in Paris at 43, Quai des Grands-Au-
gustins, in the 6th arrondissement, an area that is still the center for antiquar-
ian book selling in Paris.

With an early shelf sticker also on the lower pastedown.
A very nice copy of an important book.
¶ Livres en bouche: “le premier corps complet des métiers et savoir-

faire de la table du dix-septième siecle,” p. 159;  Notaker 625.3 (who notes 
a first and second issue of the first edition of 1662, both extremely rare); 
OCLC: University of Iowa, University of Chicago, Harvard, and six loca-
tions outside of the United States.



The Most Interes t ing and Myster ious of Al l  Carving Books, 
Twice 

13. (MANUSCRIPT & engravings.) [Vontet, Jacques.] La Methode 
de trancher aloüetes Bequefis, et ortolans avec toute sorte d’au-
tres petits oyseaux.[Lyon or Paris, c.1647-1650.]

26.3cm x 18.2cm. Forty-eight engravings and twenty-four pages of manuscript on [45] ll. 
Contemporary speckled calf, spine richly gilt in six compartments, edges of boards with a 
gilt roll pattern, edges speckled in orange and green, corner of first leaf torn off at an early 
date (not affecting image), unimportant occasional faint spotting, five leaves with light 
marginal dampstaining not affecting text or image. $45,000.00

A very good copy in a handsome contemporary binding.

14. (MANUSCRIPT & engravings.) [Vontet, Jacques.]  No 1. Au Lec-
teur Ce n’est pas sans Raison que les plus grands personnages de 
L’Europe se servent d’Escuyer tranchant.[Lyon or Paris, c.1647-1650.]

23.4cm x 18.6cm. Forty-one engravings and twenty-seven pages of manuscript on [39] ll. Early 
vellum wrappers, later manuscript label on upper wrapper erroneously reading “Lecuyer tran-
chant anno 1560,” worn along edges, bumped and rubbed, 17th century dark blue endpapers, 
leaves strengthened in the gutters with early brown paper tape (probably in the later half of the 
18th century), paper moderately browned throughout, one leaf with water damage, numerous leaves 
with damage due to the large flourishes of ink “burning” through the paper, some of the ink holes have 
been repaired at a very early date with brown paper tape, in some cases affecting the images on the plates and the text, five leaves with lower portions cut 
away (again due to ink “burning”), one of the cut portions has affected the text (two lines were removed), the images were not affected by the cut portions, 
occasional spotting, ink flourishes often bleed through from one side of the page to the other. $15,000.00

Despite the numerous abovementioned faults, an appealing copy.



Item 13 Item 14



No carving book has excited as much interest or fascination as that of  Jacques Vontet. 
Jacques Vontet was a 17th-century Swiss Escuyer tranchant (carving squire) from Fribourg who 
traveled through Europe to important households to teach his carving methods. To aid him 
in his pedagogic mission, he brought along suites of engravings to illustrate the steps that 
would be taken by his students. His instructions were written out in manuscript, usually on 
the verso of the engravings themselves, and it is assumed that this writing occurred during 
Vontet’s instruction, though it has never been proven, nor is it known if these instructions 
were written by Vontet himself, or by his students. 

The peripatetic nature of Vontet’s teaching method resulted in every copy of his carv-
ing book being different, or, we could also argue, it resulted in every copy being unique, 
and yet each was representative of the 
household it was made for. In the copies I 
have had studied,1 we see a variation in the 
engravings included, in their placement 
in the book, and even on the page. The 
spelling, syntax, and even in some cases, 
the content of the instructions varies, and, 
I would argue, so does the hand writing 
the manuscript. Such variation can be seen 
in the two copies presented here. 

1 I have been able to examine five different cop-
ies to date: one I had several years ago; the two 
copies offered here; the copy at the National 
Library of Medicine; the one at the Biblioteka 
Jagiellonska (via the web); and that belonging 
to the École nationale supérieure de Beaux-
Arts de Paris (reproduced in its entirety in 
photographic reproduction).

Item 13

Item 14



Item 14 Item 13



During Vontet’s time, the role of the écuyer-tranchant was a noble one, 
dating back to the Middle Ages. L’écuyer, or squire, was responsible for 
the lord’s horses, armor, and swords, and was himself well-versed in blade 
use. He accompanied his lord everywhere, including to war, and as an 
écuyer-tranchant, was responsible for the meat service at the table, including 
knowing who should get what cuts of meat and how the meat should be 
sliced. In this sense, his role was not so unlike that of the Mâitre d’Hôtel, 
and at times he even had his own brigade, or staff, to help him. 

At the end of his life Vontet retired to Lyon but his work continued 
to greatly influence French identity as it pertains to the art of the table. 
This can be seen by the continued use of Vontet’s engravings in the 18th 
century by Pierre Petit, and then later in the 19th century, when Grimod 
de la Reynière used them as his source for the carving methods and plates 
included in his Manuel des Amphitryons (1808). 

¶ OCLC records copies at the Lilly Library, National Library of 
Medicine, and three locations in Europe.

Item 13



Dinner Menu for King George II

15. (MANUSCRIPT: English royal menu.) October 20th 
1737 Their Majests Din. [1737].

39.5cm x 15.7cm. Possibly disbound, a few wormholes slightly affecting text, 
but sense still very clear, light foxing.  $1500.00

A legible menu documenting the dinner had by King George II on Sun-
day, October 20th, 1737. Forty-six different dishes are served. To put this 
into context, this menu appears one year after Charles Carter’s profusely 
illustrated edition of The Compleat City and Country Cook (1736) and ten years 
before Hannah Glass’s Art of cookery (1747). This meal was also served ten 
days after King George II had expelled his son Frederick, Prince of Wales, 
from court, and exactly one month before the death of his wife, Caroline.

The menu starts out with “Forty Pottage Lentills Pork,” and then 
continues with dishes such as “6 Lambs heads english way;” “Patty hashd 
partridges wh Eggs;” “12 Ortolans;” “6 Eng. Morrels on Loaves;” “12 
Goose wh Apples & Pepins;” “9 Sparagras;” and ends with “18 Tart Cro-
cant” (a crocant is a shaped, decorative crisp pastry, that is filled with 
something sweet). Quite a few birds are included (beyond the above-
mentioned ortolans and geese): capons (served with anchovies), pheasant, 
partridge, duck, teal, quail, woodcocks, snipes, turkey (“Turky Salpicon,” 
a minced turkey dish, and “Potted Turky”), and widgeon in salami and 
stew (“Easterlings salmie & carbonade”).

An interesting and early royal English menu.



Menus on Papier Porce la ine
Papier porcelaine menus were only produced for approximately thirty-five years and were always printed lithographically with special iridescent inks. 
The paper is coated, highly polished, and quite heavy. The technique to make the paper began in the early 1840s and it was primarily produced in 
northern France and Belgium; however, due to the toxicity of the process (lead was used to achieve the hard, white surface), it was abandoned in the 
late the 1870s.  

The menus on papier porcelaine are from banquets organized to commemorate an important event such as a marriage, the completion of a mon-
ument, the appointment of a colleague to a new post, or a dinner prepared for a royal family. One of the reasons for their extreme rarity is that they 
were printed to be given to the attendees of these banquets. Below is a selection of seven examples, all of which are framed.

16. (MENU.) Banquet offert à monsieur le Comte 
Amédée Vicart de Bocarmé par les Membres de la 
Société Royale de St. Sébastien de Bruges à l’occasion 
de son installation comme Chef Homme de la dite 
Société, 1 October 1843.

Framed: 36.5cm x 27.5cm (menu 26.5cm x 17.5cm). Color lithograph menu 
printed on papier porcelaine, signed “Daveluy, Lith du Roi, Bruges.” $550.00

This menu is an early example of papier porcelaine and it commemorates 
the appointment of le Comte Amédée Vicart de Bocarmé to head of the 
Royal Society of St. Sebastian of Bruges on 1 October 1843. Dishes in-
clude “Potage riz au gras,” “Turbot sauce aux câpres,” “ Filet de boeuf à la 
jardiniére,” “Petites bouchées à la reine,” and “Artichaux à la barrigoule.”

Framed under UV protective glass in an archival mat.
In very good condition.



17. (MENU.) In fide constans. Banquet offert aux autorités par Monsieur Philippe De Pauw, Bourgemestre de la Ville 
de Malines, à l’occasion de son installation, 17 February 1846.

Framed: 36cm x 29cm (menu 26cm x 19cm). Green ink and gilt lithograph menu printed on papier porcelaine, signed “Lith. Ve Steenackers Malines.”
 $500.00

A menu for a banquet offered on the 17th of February, 1846, to Philippe de Pauw on his becoming the mayor of Malines (Mechelen, in Belgium). Dish-
es include “Turbot à la Hollandaise,” “Cotellettes de montoyaux aux pointes d’asperges,” and “Pâte de perdreaux rouges aux truffes de Périgord.”  

Framed under UV protective glass in an archival mat. 
In very good condition.



18. (MENU.) Banquet offert le 31 Octobre 1847 a Mon-
sieur & Madame Vanden Broucke, au retour de leur 
voyage par les convives a la noce, célèbrée le 7 Octo-
bre 1847. 

Framed: 36cm x 28cm (menu 26cm x 18cm). Silver and red gilt lithograph 
menu printed on , signed “Daveluy Lith du Roi, Bruges.” $750.00

This ornate silver menu is a stunning example of papier porcelaine and it cel-
ebrates the return from the honeymoon of the newlyweds, Mr. and Mrs.
Vanden Broucke. Dishes include “Vol-au-vent à la financière,” “Sarcelles 
aux tomates,” “Champignons à la crème,”  and “Pouding anglais.”

Framed under UV protective glass in an archival mat.
In very good condition. 



19. (MENU.) Banquet offert par le Tribunal et la Chambre de Commerce de Namur à M.M. Anciaux de Favcaux, 
Pieton, et Zonde-André, 1853.

Framed: 27cm x 35cm (menu 17cm x 25cm). Lithograph menu printed in gilt and black ink on papier porcelaine with additional hand-coloring, signed “L. 
Carbotte Namur.” $600.00

A menu for a banquet of eighteen different dishes followed by ice cream, pineapple, and dessert. Dishes include lobster, pheasant, veal head, turkey 
stuffed with truffles, and turbot. This is a particularly handsome horizontal format menu with garlands hand painted in various colors.

Framed under UV protective glass in an archival mat. 
In good condition.



20. (MENU.) Banquet offert par Mrs les Membres du 
Conseil Communal a Monsieur le Bourgmestre de la 
Ville d’Anvers a l’Hôtel St. Antoine, 23 February 1851.

Framed: 34.5cm x 28cm (menu 24.5cm x 18.5cm). Color and gilt lithograph 
menu printed on papier porcelaine, signed “Inv. Et Lith. de S. Mayer à Anvers.”
 $550.00

A menu for a banquet offered on the 23rd of February, 1851, to the mayor 
of Anvers at the Hotel St. Antoine. The iridescent inks range from gold 
to bronze to red and blue and are quite lovely. At the top of the menu are 
two scenes of boats on the water with the city in the background. Twen-
ty-one different dishes are listed including “Turbot, sauce aux Homards” 
(turbot with a lobster sauce), “Faisans de Bohême” (Bohemian pheas-
ants), and “Poularde du Mans truffée” (chicken from Mans with truffles).  
The wines are also listed and include Chateau Lafitte, Romanée, and 
Champagne Moet et Chandon.  

Framed under UV protective glass in an archival mat. 
In very good condition.



21. (MENU.) Banquet offert à Mr. le Gouveneur de la Province de Namur, par le Conseil Provincial, Hôtel de Hol-
lande, 1862.

Framed: 33.5cm x 27.5cm (menu 24cm x 17.5cm). Lithograph menu printed in gilt and black ink on papier porcelaine, signed “Lith. Lambert, Namur.”
 $550.00

This golden menu is a shining example of papier porcelaine and it commemorates a banquet given in honor of the governor of Namur. Dishes include 
“Crépinelles truffées & Croustades au salpicou,” Poulards à la Montmorency,” Cotelettes de mouton soubise,” and “Aspics à la Riebelieu.”

Framed under UV protective glass in an archival mat.
In very good condition.



22. (MENU.) Banquet offert par Monseigneur Henri François Bracq XXIIe. Evêque de Gand à l’occasion de son Sa-
cre, 1 May 1865.

Framed: 33cm x 24.5cm (menu 23.5cm x 15cm). Color lithograph menu printed on papier porcelaine. signed “Grand Lith. Fl. Van Loo, r. Longue des Violettes, 
10.” $450.00

A menu for a banquet offered to Henri François Bracq on the 1st of May, 1861, to celebrate his installation as the Bishop of Gand (Ghent) in Belgium. 
Seventeen different dishes are included and organized into “Hors d’oeuvre,” “Relevés,” “Entrées,” “Légumes,” “Rotis,” “Plats froids,” “Patisseries,” 
“et Dessert.” Dishes range from “Petits Pois” to “Jambon au Vin de Madere” to “Saumon en gelée.” Bracq was the Bishop of Gand from 1865-1888.

Framed under UV protective glass in an archival mat. 
In good condition. 



Gourmet Shopping & Take Out 
During the French Revolut ion

23. (MENU.) On touvera chez le sieur Labour, Négo-
ciant, successeur du sieur De la Voiepierre, au Ma-
gasin des Comestibles, Hôtel des Américains, rue 
Saint-Honoré, près l’Oratoire, les Marchandises 
suivantes. [De l’Imprimerie de Langlois, Fils, rue du 
Marché-Palu, c.1792.]

26.5cm x 21.2cm. Printed recto and verso, double (thick and thin) tool line 
at the top of the recto, deckles retained on the right and lower edge, edges 
a bit worn, bit “dusty” overall. $4000.00

Unrecorded. An extremely early, and extremely rare, menu offering the 
various cooked dishes and prepared foods for take out, as well as the 
groceries, perfumes, liquors, and wines of the celebrated food emporium, 
the Hôtel des Américains, a business that was both a magasin as well as a 
traiteur. The store was located at 147 rue St. Honoré in Paris; one block 
away, and one year later, the Louvre would open to the public.

The menu is organized into subjects. The first advertises fresh fish 
that come from the “Réservoir du Roi, sur le Rhin, à Strasbourg, Carp-
es, Brochets, Perches, Truites, Ecrevisses & Saumonneaux.”1 Following 
this are ten dishes cooked with truffles (including turkey, tuna pâté, and 
“pàtés de foyes gras aux Truffes”) and seven terrines made with truffles. 
 

1 I have had one other menu from the Hôtel des Américains and it was dated 
1813. Not surprisingly, in that post-Revolution version, the phrase “du Roi” was 
dropped from the name of the reservoir.



 Next are “simple” pâtés; fresh meats (including ortolans); “chaircuiteries;” marinated and pickled fish; comestibles (which includes artichokes, preserved 
peas; melons from Malta, olives, and lemons); mustards; products from England (including Porter, Stilton, and ketchup); vinegars; confitures (including 
chocolate and tea); cheese; epicerie (including olive oil, coffee, and pistachios); dried fruit; eau-de-vie made from fruit and another section of non fruit-
based eau-de-vie; flour and grains; wines (including “De Beaune,” “De Nuis” [Nuits], Bordeaux, Hermitage, and Côte-Rôtie); vins de liqueurs, which 
includes fortified wines and sweet wines; liquors; and, finally, perfumes. 

The traiteurs held an important position relative to the restaurant, 
which was just emerging at this time. “The traiteurs had on the one hand 
secured for themselves an exclusive right to sell cooked meat dishes; and 
on the other hand they had imposed on themselves the limitation that they 
would sell such dishes only in quantities which contained a whole cut of 
raw meat....In other words, a traiteur would not sell individual helpings of 
cooked dishes for consumption on his own premises, though he would sell 
a whole meal for a dinner party in the purchaser’s own home.” – Mennell, 
All manners of food, p. 138. In effect, establishments like the Hôtel des Améric-
ains, were eating establishments that provided a superior sort of take away, 
as well as a gourmet grocery store. The nature of the restaurants emerging 
nearby at the Palais Royal, were determined as much by the collapse of the 
guilds as they were by the precedents of these traiteurs and magasins.

About twenty years later, Grimod de la Reynière would sing the 
praises of the Hôtel des Américains in his Almanach des gourmands, writing in 
1812, “c’est vraiment le chef-lieu de l’Europe gourmandé.”

An incredible picture of the gourmet goods being offered in Paris 
during the early stages of the French Revolution. It would be interesting 
to know how many of these products were actually available, and who was 
in a position to go shopping there. To put it into context, the royal family 
was arrested in 1792; the monarchy was suspended; the Reign of Terror was 
only a year away; and for most people, the price of food was unsupportable 
and one of the causes of the Revolution. 

Although undated, based upon a search of the catalogue of the Biblio-
thèque nationale de France, “Langlois, Fils” was at the “rue du Marché-Palu” 
from 1791-1792. 

¶ Not in OCLC or the gastronomic bibliographies.



A Hand-Colored Representat ion of Taste

24. (OPTICAL VIEW.) Gustus. Le Goût. Il Gusto. Der 
Geschmack. Augusburg: Georg Balthasar Probst, 
c.1780. 

Framed: 48cm x 58cm; unframed: 35cm x 49cm.  $2000.00

A beautiful and fine optical print representing “Taste” as one of the five 
senses. Optical prints, sometimes called perspective prints, were used 
both for unaided viewing, as well as in conjunction with a viewing ma-
chine such as the zograscope, or the more fanciful perspective boxes and 
peepshows. Sometimes the prints were also transformed through pin-
pricking and backlighting. 

Our print has the classic elements of a zograscope print: the title at 
the top is in reverse (to then appear correctly when reflected in the zogra-
scope mirror and seen by the viewer). At the bottom, the title is spelled 
out in four different languages (these prints were traded throughout Eu-
rope). These words are written from left to right so that they could be 
viewed by the person setting up the zograscope for the viewer, and for the 
audience standing around watching the entertainment, but not actually 
viewing at the lense. 

Such prints were very popular throughout Europe and the United 
States and were a means for people to know about exotic places, as well as 
foreign news and events. During the 18th century, zograscopes were used 
by traveling showmen performing on the street, as well as wealthy house-
holds who used it as a form of parlor entertainment. 

In very good condition with fine contemporary coloring.
See the illustration on the first page of  this list for a full view.



An Important Literary Figure 
in the Czech National Movement &

“The Foremost Czech Cookery Writer” 

25. RETTIGOVÁ, Magdalena Dobromila. Domáci 
kuchaŕka. Hradci Králowé: Jana Host. Pospíśil, 1850. 

8vo. Four pages of printed menus & table settings in the text. xvi, 387, [17] 
pp. Contemporary half-sheep over decorative paper boards (stamped to 
resemble straight-grained morocco), corners bumped, hinges a bit worn, 
moderate foxing throughout, marginal worming to some leaves, light 
browning to the first and final leaves. $3000.00

An extremely rare mid-19th century edition of the first Czech cookbook 
(first ed.: 1826), an extremely influential work despite the fact that very 
few early copies survive. Our edition is either the 4th or 5th edition pub-
lished in the original Czech and is known by only one other copy (British 
Library). All early Czech editions are known in only one or two locations 
(usually in Czechoslovakian libraries only, according to OCLC). Despite 
this rarity, Rettigová is so famous within her home country that there is a 
museum devoted to her in Všeradice in Central Bohemia.

Magdalena Dobromila Rettigová (1785-1845) “thought of herself...as 
a worker for the Czech national awakening.”1 She was supportive of wom-
en’s education (she helped found a school for girls), was critical of the 
nobility, and believed in hard work and thrift for progress for the Czech 
people. As noted by Lesley Chamberlain and quoted by Alan Davidson in  
 

1 Iggers, Wilma. Women of Prague: ethnic diversity and social change from the eighteenth century 
to the present, p. 30. The chapter on Rettigová is the first in the book and provides 19 
pp. on her life and contributions to Czech history.



the Oxford companion to food: “the foremost Czech cookery writer was Mag-
dalena Dobromila Retigova, a literary figure of the early part of the 19th 
century who was prominent in the Czech National Revival movement.”2

The full title of Rettigová’s work, translated into English, is A House-
hold cookery book or a treatise on meat and fasting dishes for Bohemian and Moravian 
lasses. The recipes were for home-cooked recipes prepared as Rettigová’s 
mother and grand-mother prepared them. The more than 700 dishes are 
arranged according to type and then indexed at the end.

The interesting illustrations are of dishes and table settings with the 
names of the dishes present through the use of type. What is unusual is 
that the tables and dishes themselves are represented through the use of 
lead tool-lines and typographical ornaments. Normally, this would have 
been done with an engraving or woodcut; this is the first time I have seen 
it drawn with typographical ornaments, and the result is lovely!

An important work from a chapter of culinary history not well 
documented.

¶ OCLC: British Library only. Not in the usual gastronomic bibli-
ographies (although the German translations do appear).

2 Oxford companion to food, p. 239



An Exhaust ive and Very Rare
French Cookbook

26. SOUCHAY, Léon. Le Bon cuisinier illustré. Paris: 
Audot, 1886.

8vo. Numerous engravings in the text. xii (including initial blank), 780 pp. 
Contemporary black cloth over boards, printed paper label on spine, upper 
cover stamped in red and black ink, upper corners bumped, some wear to 
joints. $750.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this illustrated cookbook by Léon 
Souchay. Written in collaboration with M. Lebroc, sections include fish, 
poultry, veal, garnishes, pastries, and a guide to various kitchen utensils 
and tableware. Le Bon cuisinier also provides information on keeping a wine 
cellar and contains a glossary and useful index listing more than 1500 
different recipes. 

Illustrated with 303 charming engravings in the text. 
A very good copy. 
¶ OCLC: Harvard and three locations in Europe. Vicaire’s copy 

dated 1885 (col. 797) is a ghost. Not in Bitting, Cagle, Chwartz, Oberlé, 
or Simon.



Chinese Banquet ing in Japan

27. TOKUSŌSHI. Kaiseki shippoku shukōchō. [An Idea book for the shippoku banquet.] Edo: Suharaya &  
Kyoto: Nishimura Ichirōemon, Meiwa 8 [1771]. 

26.2cm x 17.8cm. Nine pages of woodcut illustrations in the text. 52 folded leaves, [1] printed lower pastedown. Contemporary blind-stamped light-blue 
wrappers, printed paper label on upper wrapper (partly deteriorated), stitching renewed, light rubbing and spotting overall, one or two small wormholes 
(not affecting text), slight mouse-gnawing to the bottom (not affecting text). $3750.00

The FIRST EDITION of this book of shippoku banqueting in Japan. During this era, the Japanese usually ate at small individual tables which sat low 
to the ground, one table for each person. In shippoku, the table is larger, stands on four legs, is higher off the ground, and everyone eats family style. 
Shippoku was particularly popular in Nagasaki. 

In the current work, the many woodcuts de-
pict the shippoku table laid out; the individual pieces 
of dishware needed (e.g. a wine dispenser, rice con-
tainer, chopsticks, spoons, bowls, platters, a teapot, 
and knives); decorative pieces; and the table itself. 

The text is structured around shippoku menus 
arranged month by month; then a new set of menus 
arranged according to the four seasons, with each 
set of menus followed by the ingredients needed 
for the dishes and notes on the dishes’ preparation. 
Some menus focus on soups, others vegetables, and 
some are for grilled meats. 

“A few published culinary books introduced 
foreign foods, but only in descriptions of dining 
in the Chinese enclave in Nagasaki. The style of 
cooking these books introduce is known as ‘table 



cookery’ (shippoku ryori). The term reflects the fact that diners sat at a 
common table rather than at individual tables as in a honzen banquet.  
Titles of these works include...Shinsen kaiseki shippoku shukōchō, published in 
1771.” – Rath, Food and fantasy in early modern Japan, p. 103.  

Tokusōshi is the pen-name of our author. He wrote other works, 
many of which were also illustrated, on topics ranging from education to 
flower arrangement to poetry. 

One interesting element of this copy is in the binding. Attached to 
the lower edge of the upper wrapper is a flap of paper which has the title 
of the work in manuscript. Like early printed books in Europe where 
the title was written along the edge of the leaves, this piece of paper was 
attached to our book so that it could be read while the book was laid flat 
on its side on the shelf. 

I would like to thank Toshie Marra, Librarian for the Japanese 
Collection at University of California, Berkeley, for helping me to research 
this book.

¶ OCLC: University of California (Berkeley and San Diego) and 
Cornell University. The Union Catalogue of Early Japanese Books locates several 
copies in Japan. Please note that this work is sometimes catalogued under 
Shinsen kaiseki shippoku shukōchō. 
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